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Abstract 

Empathic skills are called for in every social interaction, but there are few evidence-based programs in the mainstream 

public school sector exclusively dedicated to fostering the empathic sub-components of recognition of emotions, 

emotional perspective taking and affective responsiveness in pupils. The EPaN program is based on the latest scientific 

knowledge and best practices that can be taught in the classroom. 

In the course of eight school weeks, using a pre-post-test design we studied the effectiveness of an empathy training 

program (EPaN) in nine classes with a total of 123 mainstream public school pupils aged 11.2 to 15.2 years, divided into 

intervention groups that were assigned a total of 24 exercises of 15 to 40 minutes duration and control groups that followed 

the regular lesson plan. 

After the training, variance analysis showed a significant improvement in the empathic sub-capacities for recognition of 

emotion, emotional perspective taking and affective responsiveness in the intervention groups compared to the control 

groups. These results are examined in light of their importance and adaptability of the EPaN program to educational 

practice. 
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1. Introduction 

Social skills as available actional, cognitive and emotional behaviors (Döpfner, 1989; Hinsch & Pfingsten, 2015) count 

among the important key competencies in the world of work (Maier & Rappensberger, 1999). They are cited in the same 

vein not only in the school sector – as in the Supreme Educational Objectives set out in Article 131 of the Bavarian 

Constitution and in the Law on Education and Training (BayEUG) in Article 1 dealing with the educational and training 

mission, as well as in Article 2 of the BayEUG addressing the tasks of schools – but also worldwide (Elias, 2006). It 

follows that social skills form the basis for social learning as an educational principle (ISB, 2015). To pave the way for 

successful occupational integration and development, especially given the current changes impacting the student 

population, Brattig (2013) sees an even greater need for promoting social competence early on in the school context (Fath, 

2011). 

Socially competent behaviors help young people achieve their own goals in a social interaction while simultaneously 

respecting the interests of the interaction partners. Appropriate, effective and cooperative behavior in adolescence thus 

arises from balancing own goal-seeking with adapting to the expectations of the interaction partner. Models of social 

information processing are particularly well-suited for capturing specific sub-components of social competence (action 

evaluation, consequence anticipation, goal attainment, consequence expectations) as situation-dependent, changeable 

capabilities and proficiencies in social interactions (Döpfner, 1989; Thomas, Jänsch, & Niedermaier, 2006). In each step 

of these sequentially successive phases, cognitive factors as well as emotions at times function as integral components of 

empathy (Crick & Dodge, 1994; Döpfner, 1989). In psychological research, empathy connotes an often experimentally 

verified relationship to prosocial behavior in the process (Eisenberg, 1987, 2000; Paciello et al. 2013; Strayer & Roberts, 

2004). However, two traditions in empathy research either regard the affective and cognitive empathic processes as 

distinct, or, in a newer line of research, regard them as firmly linked (Decety & Jackson, 2006). Cognitive developments 

in adolescence accelerate due to biological changes in the brain, thus helping youngsters progressively exploit 
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environmental and personality areas, structure overviews, adopt meta-perspectives and understand networking sooner 

(Demetriou, Christou, Spanoudis, & Platsidou, 2002), which ultimately boosts the growth of emotional capacities. The 

starting point for conceiving a potential new training method for fostering empathy thus involves shifting the focus to 

malleable sub-components, i.e., learnable capabilities and proficiencies, which, with practice, can be developed early in 

life (Roth, Altmann, & Schönefeld, 2016).  

1.1 Theoretical Foundations of the EPaN Program 

In the extended and integrated working model of social information processing by Thomas, Jänsch, and Niedermaier 

(2006), cognitive factors join with the influences of emotional components (Adolphs & Damasio, 2000; Lemerise & 

Arsenio, 2000) to form the basis for human empathy, the main components of which can be found primarily in process 

models (Decety & Jackson, 2004, 2006; Shamay-Tsoory, 2009). 

In setting up the EPaN program, we used the definitional approximation by Derntl and colleagues (2010). They describe 

empathy as a "multidimensional construct" that "requires the ability to perceive, understand and feel the emotional states 

of others" (p. 2). Three core components of the empathy construct can be derived from understanding different approaches 

(Decety & Jackson, 2004; Decety & Lamm, 2006; Decety & Moriguchi, 2007). The core components are: 

1. Recognition of emotions: the capability to distinguish spoken from behavioral expressions of own and others’ 

emotions by recognizing emotive facial expressions.  

2. Emotional perspective taking: the capability of seeing things from another’s point of view, regardless of the 

subjective approach. 

3. Affective responsiveness: this in turn is the capability of sharing the emotional states of others. The observer 

becomes aware of the simulated feeling and not of the own emotion. 

Hirn, Thomas and Zoelch (2018) shed a more precise light on the positive correlations between the selected social 

competence dimensions that they extracted from the extended model of social information processing by Thomas and 

colleagues (2006) and the core components of empathy. The investigated empathic skill measures in the process turn out 

be interdependent, dynamic components that clearly correlate positively with the dimensions of social competence and, 

moreover, influence them directly and indirectly (Hirn et al., 2018). Especially the cognitive empathy component 

emotional perspective taking affects all social competence dimensions. Significantly, the insights drawn from the findings 

by Hirn and colleagues (2018) also indicate that the focus should be on the interacting empathy components when it 

comes to structuring the substantive training method in schools – since the cognitive aspects of proficiency as upstream 

components in recognizing one’s own emotions and those of others in particular exert varying degrees of influence on 

the socially-competent behavior decision. Empathic skills can in fact be learned, fostered and even trained as such 

(Cierpka, 2011; Decety & Lamm, 2006) when both affective and cognitive phenomena of empathy are incorporated in 

the program design (Nerdrum & Ronnestad, 2003). 

1.2 Structure and Content of the EPaN Program 

The EPaN program, based on the current research findings of Hirn and colleagues (2018) with allowances made for age- 

and development-related skills and learning requirements, is basically structured as these three toolkits: (1) recognition 

of emotions (2) perspective taking and (3) (affective) responsiveness (i.e., Nacherleben in German). The initial letters of 

the toolkits make up the EPaN acronym. Table 1 provides an EPaN program overview of the individual toolkit contents 

with a thumbnail goal description for each of the sub-exercises. 
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Table 1. EPaN program overview with thumbnail description of the sub-exercise goals 

Toolkit 1: Recognition of emotions 

Module 1:1 My Feelings and Your Feelings Module 1.2: Recognize Other Feelings 

Part A: Walk on the beach 

Goal: Being more aware of inner feelings, thoughts, and 

physical sensations 

Part A: Bandleader 

Goal: Consciously perceiving facial expressions, 

and differentiating body perceptions 

Part B: Two aspects of my emotional world 

Goal: Perceiving and distinguishing feelings 

Part B: Picture phone 

Goal: Expressing emotions with mouth and eyes 

Part C: "No" and "Yes" 

Goal: Cultivating awareness of pre-linguistic and 

paralingual aspects 

Part C: On stage 

Goal: Understanding emotions physically without 

voicing them 

Part D: Short message 

Goal: Positive trait attributions; 

strengthening the individual personality 

Part D: Gestures of farewell 

Goal: Making farewell gestures with appropriate 

facial expressions and gestures 

Toolkit 2: Emotional perspective taking 

Module 2.1: My perspective and your perspective  Module 2.2: Taking different perspectives 

Part A: Magic box 

Goal: Consciously expressing and describing postures 

and feelings  

Part A: Matched face 

Goal: Seeing things from other perspectives and 

determining how to think and feel about them  

Part B: Do you understand me? 

Goal: Understanding your own perspective as 

(subjectively) seen by others 

Part B: False-belief task 

Goal: Progressively improving understanding of 

complex issues  

Part C: Forming statues 

Goal: Perceiving and absorbing perspectives in a 

differentiated way while “doing”  

Part C: Understanding roles 

Goal: Recognizing and understanding the beliefs of 

other people 

Part D: Talk about 

Goal: Appropriately making your own views explicit 

and taking needs of others into account in conversation 

Part D: (Postcard) greetings 

Goal: Becoming more consciously aware of own 

strengths; acknowledging positive attributes.  

Toolkit 3: Affective responsiveness 

Module 3.1: My experience and your experience Module 3.2: Feeling different 

Part A: A hike with full luggage 

Goal: Being aware of inner thoughts and feelings and 

distancing yourself from them 

Part A: Image in motion 

Goal: Accepting and eliciting others’ inputs to 

expand own image contents  

Part B: Mirror or shadow 

Goal: Consciously reliving shared movements  

Part B: What does the person feel? 

Goal: Imitating emotional states spontaneously; 

purposefully observing mimicry and gestures 

Part C: Emotional poles 

Goal: Consciously tracing deformed conflicting feelings 

Part C: Wax figures 

Goal: Empathizing with and recreating situations 

and comparing them with others’ mental states 

Part D: Emotional poles in motion 

Goal: Increasingly experiencing own emotional 

polarities and those set by others in a purposeful way  

Part D: In the circle of trust 

Goal: Providing a safe environment and creating an 

experience of trust 
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The materials for the toolkit exercises furnished to the trainers in tabular, manualized and even digitized form are 

completely ready to use. The toolkits can be flexibly selected for processing in whatever order desired. However, starting 

with toolkit 1 is recommended, because sub-areas from toolkits 2 and 3 refer back to knowledge developed in it. Since a 

true empathic response requires in particular the ability to distinguish between the origin of a feeling in oneself and in the 

other (Decety & Lamm, 2006), conceptually this suggests therefore that each toolkit should be divided into a module 

centered on the level of the individual self and one centered on the level of the other.  

Each module area, in turn, with its often repetitive but quite varied exercises should promote the development and 

strengthening of trainable empathic sub-skills. Completing one module per school week at the rate of one exercise per 

day would be optimal. The 24 different exercises range in length from about 15 to 40 minutes and thus take up only a 

fraction of a class period and involve social forms established in them. 

1.3 Deriving the Evaluation Objectives 

In general, the effectiveness of training and intervention programs specifically designed to foster empathy in secondary 

school-age children has been documented, despite inconsistent work definitions in the relevant evaluation studies. This is 

accomplished by choosing varied methods to generate a positive outcome of gains in empathic capacities, in levels of 

empathy, or even in prosocial behavior (Haep, Steins, & Wilde, 2014; Haynes & Avery, 1979; Kipper & Ben-Elvy, 1979; 

Manger, Eikeland, & Asbjornsen, 2001; Pecukonis, 1990). Empathy training is often one of several facets in broader 

programs (Berhofer, Gonja, & Oberlechner, 2008; McMahon & Washburn, 2003; Schultze-Krumbholz, Zagorscak, 

Wölfer, & Scheithauer, 2014), which can complicate its integration into regular classes from a school organizational point 

of view. In addition, Yanagida, Strohmeier and Spiel (2019) do not rule out a potential impact of empathic skills as a 

universal upstream means for ensuring the success of their internationally implemented social competence program 

(ViSC). 

In the German-speaking countries, however, as yet no comparable evaluation studies, adapted to the partial empathic 

capabilities of children and adolescents in the mainstream public school sector under discussion, are to be found that 

explicitly investigate the exercises conceptualized here. For the group of mainstream public school pupils, supplemental 

evaluation studies are of such great importance because it cannot be assumed that the training measures used by special 

cohorts from the part-American, part-German-speaking realm are directly transferable to this type of school. Furthermore, 

given their long gestation period, the didactic methods and material specifications of the available programs are often no 

longer suitable for implementation in classrooms under the school sector’s current skill-oriented curricula. The didactic 

content reduction due to the shift in the pupil clientele also renders the use of older programs problematic. This 

immediately raises the interesting question if deploying the EPaN program to foster recognition of emotions, emotional 

perspective taking, and affective responsiveness in mainstream public school students as part of regular lesson plans is 

even feasible. This led to derivation of the following evaluation goals: 

1. The mainstream school pupils trained in the EPaN program are to be markedly better at recognition of emotions 

immediately after receiving the training than prior to it, compared with the pupils in the control groups which 

attended regular classes.  

2. Compared with the control group in regular classes, the mainstream public school pupils immediately after 

training in the EPaN program are to show marked improvement in their capacity for emotional perspective taking. 

3. The mainstream school pupils trained in the intervention group immediately after their training must demonstrate 

marked improvement in their capacity for affective responsiveness as opposed to pupils in the control group that 

received only regular classroom instruction. 

2. Method 

2.1 Sample and Study Design 

A total of 123 pupils (Mage = 13.10 years, SD = 2.1) from nine classes in the sixth and eighth grades of rural and urban 

mainstream public schools took part in the study, which lasted from February to May 2019. 86 students were male (69.9%) 

and 37 female (30.1%). The gender distribution of the subjects corresponded to the natural composition of mainstream 

public school classes. At the time of the training, 34 pupils (27.6%) were 11 years old, 32 students (26%) 12 years old, 

21 students (17.1%) 13 years old, 30 students (24.4%) 14 years old and six students (4.9%) were 15 years old. To test the 

effect of the EpaN program on the empathy components of the pupils, we chose a pre-post-test design. Participants were 

randomly distributed among the intervention groups (N = 72, n = 24 were female and n = 48 were male, Mage = 13.2 years, 

SD = 1.13) and the control group (N = 51, n = 13 were female and n = 38 were male, Mage = 13.4 years, SD = 1.0). The 

parents were informed ahead of time and their active consent was obtained. The pretest two weeks before and the posttest 

about two weeks later consisted of a short version for all pupils to check the trainable empathy components. During the 

pre- and posttest, trained staff made sure that the participants could not influence each other in their response behavior. 
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Following the pretest in February 2019, each intervention group worked on weekly exercises of 15 to 40 minutes duration 

each from the three EPaN toolkits. After each toolkit, the test administrators evaluated key training characteristics 

observed during the intervention. 

2.2 Data Gathering Procedure 

For a valid capture of the empathy components, a short form of each instrument described below was employed for the 

pre- and post-test: 

a) Recognition of emotion  

This component was surveyed in the pre- and posttest using 19 context-free color photographs from the short form of the 

Vienna Emotion Recognition Tasks (Pawelak, 2004), which show one of the basic emotions (anger, fear, grief, disgust, 

joy) or a neutral expression on a Caucasian face. The pupils selected one of the six categories presented for each face 

under forced choice questioning. The intensity of the rating was marked on a six-point scale. The images were shown in 

a randomized sequence with no time constraints. The chosen standardized stimulus set depicting evoked emotional 

expressions of actors with consideration for gender, age, intensity and valence was taken from Gur and colleagues (2002). 

The material has previously been used successfully in several studies on the recognition of emotions (Derntl et al., 2008(a); 

Derntl et al., 2008(b); Derntl et al., 2009; Fizgerald et al., 2006; Habel et al., 2007; Hirn et al., 2018; Moser et al., 2007). 

Acceptable values for internal consistency could be calculated for short form A (α = .75) and short form B (α = .76). 

b) Emotional perspective taking 

Emotional perspective taking was also vetted during the pre- and posttest, once again using 19 color photographs each 

depicting two interacting Caucasians in everyday situations going through three situations each per basic emotion and 

neutral contexts. For the masked face, the students were asked to choose the correct one from two alternative responses 

based on the posture and mimic facial expressions of the interaction partner and then rate them on another six-point scale. 

The response stimuli were again taken from the faces database of Gur and colleagues (2002); the context-free staging this 

time came from Derntl and colleagues (2009, 2010). The randomly presented scenes were worked on without any time 

limit. Measurements of internal consistency yielded satisfactory values, with a Cronbach’s α of .72 for short form A 

and .73 for short form B.  

c) Affective responsiveness 

The procedures for affective responsiveness each encompassed 19 short sentences for short forms A and B from the real-

life world of children and adolescents that were neutral in terms of emotional content or induced one of the five basic 

emotions. The sentences were taken from Derntl and colleagues (2010), but adapted here to the school context. As answer 

format served a selection of evoked facial expressions from the stimulus material of Gur and colleagues (2002). The 

processing time was not a factor, the order of the stimuli was again random, and the rating was done on a six-point scale. 

Test forms A and B yielded acceptable Cronbach's α respectively of .88 and .79 in the internal consistencies. 

To optimize the content and components of the EPaN program and to check the change in acceptance among the youths 

with a view to increasing the method’s overall impact, the implementers during the interventions were verbally asked 

brief quantitative as well as qualitative questions. On a six-point scale, they evaluated key characteristics by Fries and 

Souvignier (2015) on the method’s structure, the transfer of procedural knowledge, repetitive practice of specific tasks 

and on relevance to the recipients and target groups.  

2.3 Analysis 

The data was processed with SPSS Statistics 25 software. Potential empathy-fostering effects of the three dependent 

variables recognition of emotion, emotional perspective taking and affective responsiveness were investigated using 

variance analyses with measurement repetition. The trainer surveys conducted during the intervention were done 

descriptively. 

3. Results 

3.1 Variance Analyses 

The empathy fostering effect of the three dependent variables recognition of emotion, emotional perspective taking, and 

affective responsiveness were investigated using variance analyses with repeat measurement, wherein the two-step 

repeated-measure factor time (in pretest and posttest) was treated as a within-subject variable, the group (control vs. 

intervention group) and the grade levels (6th and 8th grade) as between-subject factors and gender and age as covariates.  

First, we will look at the results from the three-factor variance analysis for the dependent variables, then present the 

individual values for each. 

The evaluation of the three-factorial variance analysis in Table 2 initially revealed a highly significant main effect of the 
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group [F(1,122) = 16.08; p = .000, partial η2 = .12, N = 123] and a highly significant main effect of time [F(1,122) = 17.44; 

p = .000, partial η2 = .13, N = 123] with a high effect strength after Cohen (1992) of f = .40 and f = .41. As a result, the 

experimental groups overall improved significantly in terms of their empathic subcomponents during the study period. 

Furthermore, a highly significant interaction between group and time was observed [F(1,122) = 15.68; p = .000, partial 

η2 = .26, N = 123], with a corresponding strong effect according to Cohen (1992) of f = .68. This finding provides 

supporting evidence for the effectiveness of the empathic training method. The examination of the interaction via the time 

factor and the between-subject factors sex [F(1,122) = 3.09; p = .082, partial η2 = .03, N = 123], age [F(1,122) = .91; 

p = .343, partial η2 = .01, N = 123] and grade level [F(1,122) = .03; p = .856, partial η2 = .00, N = 123] on the other hand 

did not yield any significance nor did the examination of each empathic subcomponent.  

The separately observed individual effects of the dependent variables in the intervention groups are discussed in greater 

detail in the next step. 

Table 2. Results of the variance analyses with repeat measurement based on the dependent variables recognition of 

emotions (ER), emotional perspective taking (PT) and affective recognition (AN) 

Source of the 

Variation 

Ss df Ms Q p partial η2 f 

Sum        

a) Main effects        

- Group 26.73 1 26.73 16.08 .000 .12 .40 

- Time 6.79 1 6.79 17.44 .000 .13 .41 

b) Interaction effect        

Group x Time 15.68 1 15.68 40.29 .000 .26 .68 

ER        

a) Main effects        

- Group 13.62 1 13.62 26.12 .000 .18 .52 

- Time 2.69 1 2.69 7.37 .008 .06 .26 

b) Interaction effect        

Group x Time 4.76 1 4.76 13.02 .000 .10 .35 

PT        

a) Main effects        

- Group 9.95 1 9.95 11.00 .001 .09 .33 

- Time .74 1 .74 2.04 .155 n.s. .02 .14 

b) Interaction effect        

Group x Time 10.21 1 10.21 28.39 .000 .19 .54 

AN        

a) Main effects        

- Group 9.37 1 9.37 6.30 .013 .05 .23 

- Time 1.39 1 1.39 3.99 .048 .03 .18 

b) Interaction effects        

Group x Time 2.73 1 2.73 7.87 .006 .06 .26 

Notes: SS = Sum of Squares; df = degrees of freedom; Ms = mean; square; p = p-values; partial η2 = partial eta-squared; f = 

effect size 

 

a) Recognition of emotion (ER): A significant main effect of the measurement time point [F(1,71) = 7.37; p = .008, partial 

η2 = .06, N = 72] resulted with a mean effect strength of f = .26 and a significant main effect of the group [F(1,71) = 26.12; 

p = .000, partial η2 = .18, N = 72] with a strong effect of f = .52 after Cohen (1992) on the recognition of emotion dependent 

variables, which are qualified by a significant interaction between time and group [F(1,71) = 13.02; p = .000, partial η2 
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= .10, N = 72]. Overall, as shown in Figure 1, the intervention groups in the recognition of emotion component therefore 

showed significant improvement after empathy training (M = 4.11, SD = .69), compared to the start of training (M = 3.49, 

SD = .75). This is based on a mean effect strength after Cohen (1992) of f = .35. It contrasts with the absence of any 

significant performance gains in the control group either in the pretest (M = 3.38, SD = .72) or in the posttest (M = 3.65, 

SD = .69). Slightly higher initial values of the recognition of emotion component in the intervention group (M = 3.49) 

over the control group (M = 3.38) are associated with an increase in female test subjects and a slightly higher sample size 

in the training group (see Hall & Matsumoto, 2004; Vasallo, Cooper, & Douglas, 2009). 

 
Figure 1. Dependent variable recognition of emotions - differences in proficiency gains of intervention group and 

control group 

 

b) Emotional perspective taking (PT): The variance-analytical results on the emotional perspective taking dependent 

variable yielded significant empathy fostering effects. The significant main effect of the group [F(1,71) = 11.00; p = .001, 

partial η2 = .09, N = 72] is corroborated by a like interaction between time and group [F(1,71) = 28.39; p = .000, partial 

η2 = .19, N = 72] with a strong effect of f = .54 following Cohen (1992). Thus, in Figure 2, pupils trained in the EPaN 

program achieved a post-intervention improvement (M = 4.36, SD = .84). The control group pupils without EPaN empathy 

training (M= 3.87, SD = .86) scored only a slight increase in their emotional perspective taking skills over the pretest (M 

= 3.67, SD = .94). However, this has no statistically significant effect. 
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Figure 2. Dependent variable emotional perspective taking - differences in the proficiency gains of intervention group 

and control group 

c) Affective responsiveness (AN): For the affective responsiveness dependent variable, the variance analysis once again 

demonstrated a significant main effect of time [F(1,71) = 3.99; p = .048, partial η2 = .03, N = 72] and the group [F(1,71) 

= 6.30; p = .013, partial η2 = .05, N = 72] with a weak effect strength after Cohen (1992) of f = .18 and f = .23 on. Similarly, 

the evaluation found a significant interaction effect between time and group [F(1,71) = 7.87; p = .006, partial η2 = .06, N 

= 72], which, with an effect strength f of .26 according to Cohen (1992), corresponds to an average effect. This resulted 

in the pupils trained in the EPaN program developing more positively (M = 4.79, SD = .94) compared to their initial 

values (M = 4.34, SD = 1.02), as detailed in Figure 3. For the control group without training in EPaN (M = 4.22, SD = 

1.01), no significant correlation was calculated, although their affective responsiveness performance improved slightly 

(M = 4.41, SD = 1.12) in the posttest. The pretest results here also indicate slightly higher values stemming from 

differences in sample size and in female test subjects in the intervention group (M = 4.34) compared with the control 

group (M = 4.22) (see Schulte-Rüther et al., 2008). 

 

Figure 3. Dependent variable affective responsiveness – differences in proficiency gains of intervention group and 

control group 
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3.2 Descriptive Findings 

In the final step, evaluation of the trainer surveys conducted during the intervention yielded the following results, based 

on the trainers having been asked after each completed intervention unit to evaluate four key characteristics (Table 3) of 

the toolkits on a six-point scale (from 6 = applies completely to 1 = does not apply). In the processual evaluation part, 

structuredness of the method (M = 4.83, SD = .64, n = 7), teaching of procedural knowledge in terms of the respective 

goal definitions (M = 5.24, SD = .62, n = 7), repetitive practicing of specified tasks (M = 4.62, SD = .76, n = 7) and 

recipient and target group relevance (M = 4.93, SD = .85, n = 7) produced high survey values. The educators gave the 

training method on a six-point scale (from 1 = very good to 6 = unsatisfactory) overall best scores (M = 1.52, SD = .51, n 

= 7). 

Table 3. Mean values (M) and standard deviations (SD) of the toolkit ratings 

 Outcome Training blocks 

  Toolkit 1  Toolkit 2  Toolkit 3 

  M SD n  M SD n  M SD n 

a) Structuredness of the 

measure 
4.93 .74 7  4.86 .69 7 

  

4.71 

 

.49 

 

7 

b) Teaching procedural 

knowledge 
5.29 .76 7  5.00 .58 7 

 5.43 .54 7 

c) Repeated exercise on specific 

tasks 
4.43 .87 7  4.86 .62 7 

 4.57 .78 7 

d) Relevance of recipients and 

target groups 
5.07 .85 7  5.00 .90 7 

 4.72 .79 7 

Notes: Evaluation of key training characteristics on a six-point Likert scale (from 6= applies completely to 1= does not 

apply) 

4. Discussion  

4.1 Results 

The development of empathic skills not only forms the necessary basis for the soft skills called for by a school’s training 

and education goals (Haep & Steins, 2016), but in the extracurricular context also indicates an individual’s growing 

capacity to perceive and understand another person's feelings, thoughts and motives and then act on them commensurately. 

The purpose of the present study was to test the effectiveness of the empathy fostering program (EPaN) that we developed 

based on the theory by Hirn and colleagues (2018) adjusted for the needs of the current student body in the mainstream 

public school system. 

The significant effects of group (f = .40) and time (f = .41) fundamentally validates differences observed during analysis 

of the empathy-fostering progress in the intervention and control groups with respect to the empathy components 

recognition of emotion, emotional perspective taking and affective responsiveness. However, the three dependent variables 

require separate reflection as follows: 

a) An interesting revelation is a significantly increased competence in the empathic sub-capability of recognition of 

emotions (f = .52) from use of the EPaN recognition of emotions toolkit 1. After empathy fostering training, the members 

of the intervention group were much better at identifying and differentiating the positively and negatively valent emotions, 

as well at distinguishing as simultaneously what triggers like feelings in other people. Therefore, fostering the capability 

for recognizing emotions seems to be especially important for significantly complementing and modifying cognitive 

schemes of emotional knowledge already existing in memory (cf. Atkinson and Shiffrin, 1968). It makes the emotional 

state of the other person more readily accessible, adapts the own elaborated assessment of action more fittingly as the 

adolescent’s performance measure (Hirn et al., 2018), and consequently modulates own behavior to fit situational 

requirements. This realization is so important because the social context, i.e., the school, triggers a multitude of emotions 

owing to the dynamics that it gives rise to. If the pupils were not adept before at recognizing and comprehending emotions, 

this emerged initially in the deficient social behavior particularly in at-risk children and adolescents (Denham et al., 2003). 

b) The conspicuous gains in the empathy component emotional perspective taking (f = .54) among students trained with 

the EPaN perspective taking toolkit 2 is also a result worth discussing in detail. Rapidly growing cognitive developments 

in adolescence (Demetriou et al., 2002; Dumontheil, 2016) are accompanied by progressive demands for inhibitory 
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control as well as working memory requirements of the executive functions whose progress is crucial for successfully 

processing theory-of-mind tasks (Carlson et al., 2002; Hughes & Ensor, 2007; Kloo & Perner, 2003). The prior encoding 

of social cues in facial expression, gesticulation, and posture thus brought about – besides the attribution of the interaction 

partner’s intentions – a more conscious realization of emotional perspective taking by the pupils as they concentrated on 

the individual exercises. Growing awareness of forming alternative courses of action and the consequences of decision 

making also appears vital for realizing that different people draw different conclusions and that they consequently model 

differing outcomes. In fact, the intervention’s goal of increasing emotional perspective taking generally takes a backseat 

among youngsters more interested in a decidedly active use of the capacity for emotional perspective taking in real-life 

confrontational situations (Gutzwiller-Helfenfinger, 2016). The results seem to dovetail with relevant studies which 

showed that, in addition to the positive reciprocal relationship between theory of mind (ToM) competence and school 

performance (Astington & Pelletier, 2005), also correlated were young people’s understanding of mental states and their 

peer-validated social competence (Bosacki & Astington, 1999). Gains in the empathic components and trained knowledge 

about them could also have a lasting positive effect by dynamically changing aggressive behavior and victimization in 

the subgroup of disadvantaged adolescents (Yanagida et al., 2019). Fostering emotional perspective taking in the school 

environment fundamentally influences the mutual development of interpersonal relationships even if one individual opts 

for an alternative action that is destined to be the wrong one. 

c) Also evident in the present study are significant gains in the empathy component affective responsiveness (f = .26) in 

EPaN responsiveness toolkit 3. Distinct relationships between the affective responsiveness empathy component and the 

cognitive empathy component of emotional perspective taking were thoroughly documented by Hirn and colleagues 

(2018). Not to be ruled out therefore is the positive supportive function of both mutually-influencing components in 

increasing the understanding of behaviors and mental states of others in the test subjects from doing the specialized 

exercises of the empathy fostering method. Awareness first draws attention to inner workings in becoming conscious of 

the self, with all its natural predispositions, and in differentiating individual emotional processes. Only then does an 

extension of what is learned through subsequent exercises become indicatory for young people, namely by applying what 

is known about things and happenings in the environment (others) in the same way to contacts with individuals or groups 

(Abram & Hirzel, 2010; Stevens, 1975). If the trainees are increasingly able to separate – or structure a separate awareness 

of – their own emotional states (self) from those of others (Decety & Jackson, 2004), they are also much more likely to 

make decisions that expand rather than narrow the scope for action in social interactions. It can be assumed that the 

exercises are perfectly capable of contributing to affective responsiveness with respect to perceiving the self as separate 

from the others.  

Notably, the contents from the toolkit 3 exercises themselves, in addition to the positive inputs from recognition of 

emotions and emotional perspective taking, should by no means be overlooked with respect to gains achieved in the 

empathy component affective responsiveness thanks to increased skill acquisition by the youngsters, bound in situationally 

required arrangements to participate in each case in the special education practices (Schäffter, 2009). Skill building is 

often supported in the exercises of toolkit 3 by functionally didacticised learning arrangements that provide opportunities 

for acquiring new knowledge, but also for practicing unfamiliar skills and abilities. Moreover, they can be customized by 

the individual (Schäffter, 2009). The very process of learning, which starts with simply participating, thus creates suitable 

learning opportunities for each individual and, conversely, boosts intrapersonal affective responsiveness. However, in the 

educational context, a complete assessment during observation or training proves to be extremely difficult for groups that 

are often disadvantaged.  

Indeed, the individual special education arrangements of each of the affective responsiveness exercises at times turn out 

to be decisive for significant educational effects on skill acquisition, in addition to the importance of the strongly mutually-

related variables of recognition of emotion and emotional perspective taking for affective responsiveness. It therefore 

stands to reason that already stored schemas and knowledge structures in the intervention participant database (Crick & 

Dodge, 1994, Thomas et al., 2006) through prior exercises were subjected to a quasi-review and reorganization of desired 

action goals (Kubesch & Walk, 2009). 

4.2 Importance for Pedagogical Practice 

Early class-level fostering methods of reducing risk factors require a stable implementation and feasibility of substantive 

fostering methods for the interacting empathy components. The key training characteristics garnered from the 

intervention-accompanying surveys shed light on the basic success criteria for learning with the EPaN program: 

a) The structuredness of the method is based on the training schemes having a transparent structure (Forman & Barakat, 

2011), containing an exact description of the competence objectives, giving instructions for the selection of materials, 

proposing a time frame, containing a canned process with formulated concrete statements on implementation, providing 

a repertoire of pupil-tested reflection methods and even furnishing guidance on how to carry them out in the case of high-
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risk participants or groups. In addition, the exercises are fully elaborated for the implementers in tabular, manual and 

digital form, which, compared to highly elaborated programs, makes them more adaptable to the current needs of the 

class or school and facilitates the integration of content in individual subjects. 

b) Another qualificatory feature concerns the content perspective in transferring procedural knowledge. This poses the 

question of what will be improved by the program (Fries & Souvignier, 2015): 

The exercises from the recognition of emotion toolkit 1 at their core strengthen understanding of pleasant and unpleasant 

emotional states reflected in one’s own facial expressions, gesticulation and posture and in those of others. Indeed, 

emotions constitute a relevant form of expression and decision-making basis for a successful interaction, which allows 

predicting the future behavior of interaction partners (Rau & Pauli, 2004). Proficiency in recognizing the basic emotions 

varies, with grief and anxiety more difficult to identify than joy or anger (Ekman 1988; 2004; Izard, 1994; Tracy & Robins, 

2008). 

Toolkit 2 for emotional perspectives taking contentwise adheres to the importance of distinguishing between one's own 

and the generalized perspective. A young person is taught through targeted exercises to put himself increasingly into the 

other’s shoes but also to look at himself through the other’s eyes before deciding on a specific behavior (Gutzwiller-

Helfenfinger, 2016). In terms of a cognitive theory of mind (ToM), this fosters understanding of one's own and another’s 

mental state, by which is meant what we know, want, think and feel (Meinhardt, Sodian, Thoermer, Döhnel, & Sommer, 

2011). 

The content of the third tool kit for affective responsiveness is designed in a way that lets the participants, through targeted 

practical exercise techniques, separate the emotional state of the counterpart and their own state in the sense of a self-

other awareness (Decety & Jackson, 2004). Here, the choice of a method from gestalt techniques and role-playing games 

is particularly suited for increasing an affectively-based understanding among young people (Calley & Gerber, 2008; 

Pearson, Russ, & Cain Spannagel, 2008). The methods’ aim is to become more self-aware, to know oneself better, to 

deepen internal processes and to expand contacts with interaction partners and events in the environment (Stevens, 1975; 

Abram & Hirzel, 2010). 

c) Through repetition of specific tasks, the program also supports another key feature. The program is really built around 

an internal microstructure of the exercises, which do not necessarily follow a curricular structure. Moreover, there is 

always the option of repeating individual exercises in depth independently of each other. In some sub-areas preexist 

variations that are available for individualizing phases to permit internal differentiation. Several additional elements can 

be selected from the material pool (varying image and presentation material, student reflection methods) at any time to 

assess the exercise relevance in the group and ensure the possibility of repeated and in-depth automation processes. We 

largely dispensed with the exclusive use of worksheets and unnecessary text specifications for the participants with an 

eye to preserving the variety and fun of the units through an activity-oriented character. 

d) To maintain the relevance of the recipients and target groups, the exercises are fashioned for small groups as well as 

an entire class. Existing individual resources are bundled within a group. This counters the risk of stigmatization processes 

through the potential singling-out of high-risk young people (Goffman, 2007). Using peer-based methods, the program 

encompasses learning from models (Bandura, 1965) as an important factor in the social and emotional development of 

youngsters. Since the importance of methodological variety has been proved scientifically in multiple studies (Hattie, 

Beywl, & Zierer, 2013), the choice focuses primarily on active, problem-solving methods, with the added elements of 

letting the children and youths take responsibility and design work phases themselves. The program concept also focuses 

on language that is appropriate for the training recipients, on an appropriate didactic reduction of complex content, as 

well as on a transfer to realistic situations in the reflection phases by asking specific questions. 

4.3 Limitations and Perspectives 

From the analyzed object emerge several limitation of the results.  

Significant intervention effects of the empathy components recognition of emotion, emotional perspective taking and 

affective responsiveness do indicate in a before-and-after comparison that the EPaN program is effective. However, since 

we lack follow-up surveys owing to school organization and transfers, the results only allow us to make conditional 

statements as to their stability over time. 

The young people studied are also a selective sample in which mainstream public school pupils from low to medium 

socioeconomic backgrounds are overrepresented. Implementation in primary or secondary schools with corresponding 

optimizations and changes to individual training sessions merit further investigation. 

Nevertheless, the present results provide supporting evidence for a motivational empathy training program that makes 

allowances for newer competence-oriented teaching methods in the mainstream public school sector. Should the program 

over a longer period of time be adopted in a targeted manner early on in the entry classes as an upstream measure, it could 
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not only sustainably equip children and young people for subsequent intervention programs, but also be integrated into 

the development activities of many educational institutions with respect to social learning. 
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